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Selective Indexing
By Henry T. Black, Librarian
Commonwealth College, Mena

MANY

librarians have been confronted by the problem of making
available for their clientele important
material in magazines not covered by the
regular composite indexes. This paper is
an account of the experiences of one
library in indexing selected material
relating t o a special field. Our field is a
specialized one, but practical literature
on indexing is scarce; an account of our
problems and routines may be of some
interest.
Articles t o be indexed are taken from a
group of fifteen periodicals, regularly
checked. These magazines were selected
on the basis of the frequency of their use
in routine reference work, the extent to
which they contain material of interest
to the various classes or other college
groups, the size of their circulation and
place in the labor movement - a rough
check on their reference value - and
with somewhat less reference to their
physical form and stability; folio-size
papers are arbitrarily excluded, and
mimeographed serials are included very
reluctantly.
W e avoid any duplication of the
"Readers Guide." Two or three of the
periodicals included in our project are
covered by "International Index" or
P.A.I.S. Bulletin, but we could hardly
afford to subscribe for either of those
services for one or two papers. At present
the list that is regularly checked includes
ten labor union papers, two political

organs, two general weeklies, and one
theatrical paper.
Selection of material to be indexed is
guided by five basic rules: (1) Only those
items for which there is likely to be a definite need within the college group are
indexed ; (2) indexing is by subject only;
(3) entries should be kept down t o one or
two cards per title; (4) articles of less
than 500 words are not t o be indexed ; (5)
certain categories of material, chiefly
poems, book reviews and certain types
of news releases are excluded.
These are guiding principles, rather
than rigid rules. The first, of course, is
the most difficult; selecting the articles
to be indexed involves keeping a close
eye, not only on the work of the various
regular classes, but also upon the interests of the teachers and trends in the
labor movement. But the chief problem
is to keep within narrow bounds; the
tendency to include a little more varied
material each week, to unconsciously
broaden the basis for selection, must be
stoutly resisted. Indexing is expensive even a t Arkansas wage rates costs run
somewhere above three cents per card and if we wandered far from our special
job the project would soon break down.
Our students, teachers and visitors are
primarily interested in subjects rather
than authors. In the periodical material
many articles are unsigned and many
more are signed by pseudonyms. Hence
the rule about indexing by subject only.
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But there are perhaps six or eight cases,
such as John L. Lewis or William Green,
where the author is more important than
the subject. I n these cases author entries
are used ;we almost never use both author
and subject.
The limitation on the number of cards
per article is more the result of experience
than an arbitrary rule. We are indexing
specialized material for a group of people
with quite specific interests; our subject
headings are very detailed and sharply
defined, so very few articles need more
than one entry. Perhaps 6 or 7 per cent
require two, and only a n occasional one
needs three.
T h e 500 word limit is a rough measure
or probable reference value. On most
topics items containing less than that
would not be useful enough to justify the
labor required. Exceptions are made for
subjects on which there is very little
material, such as the legality of sitdown
strikes or notices of changes of names of
organizations.
A definite and consistent system of
subject headings is imperative. We experimented with catchworcl indexing,
b u t soon discarded the idea. But because
we are dealing with specialized material,
a satisfactory list does not exist. Our
own "Supplementary list of subject
headings" serves as a base, but it was
deveIope-3 for book cataloging and is not
nearly adequate. The "Readers Guide"
is a useful aid; for geographic headings,
of which there are many, the "Sixth
Report of t h e U. S. Geographic Board"
is most useful; and for U. S. Government headings, equally numerous, the
list of "United States headings used in
the Union Catalog" (Library of Congress, 1936) is indispensable. But still it
is necessary to work out many new
headings.
A new subject heading is usually tentatively adopted during the process of
indexing a s i t is needed. Sometimes it is
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only a word or phrase picked from newspaper headlines. The new heading is
scribbled on a scrap card and laid aside
until ten or a dozen such have accumulated, when all are re-examined, final
decision made, necessary changes made,
cross references worked out and copies
made for our office records and the A.L.A.
Committee on subject headings. Meanwhile all cards bearing tentative headings
are marked with four interrogation points
(????)in the upper right-hand comer. All
cards have a top margin wide enough for
a change in heading.
In indexing periodical material very
detailed headings are necessary. Even
with only fifteen periodicals to be covered, material piles up with astonishing
rapidity. If the file is not watched
closely one will soon have a couple of
inches of cards under the same heading,
thus slowing up use of the index. Magazine articles are usually not written on a
subject in general, but rather on some
special aspect or phase of the topic. I t is
the indexer's task to detect and separate
these special aspects of a topic and develop appropriate subheads. For example, Spain - History - Civil W a r ,
1936 has six subheads, and one of these
( . . . Difilomatic aspects) is in turn
divided by country. Labor unions and
Strikes and lockouts are divided not onlv
by country, but by industry and by
certain subheads.
One minor point is worth noting. With
some foreign material an entry under a
standard subject heading is more useful
to our monolingual students than would
be an entry under an organizationalname,
even though orthodox procedure might
demand the latter. For example, an article on the French labor federation is
much more accessible under Labor unions
- France than under Confederation General d u Travail.
Cross references, both see and see also,
are used freely, amounting probably t o 8
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or 10 per cent of the total number of
cards. One complicating factor is that
subjects must be appropriately connected
with names of individuals and organizations. Lewis, John L., Committee for Industrial Organization, Labor unions, Industrial, American Federation of Labor,
Green, William, and a dozen others must
all be connected by see also references.
(This is one factor in keeping down the
number of entries per title.) W e simply
ignore the orthodox rule t h a t says
references should not be made from the
specific t o the general.
An unsolved problem centers in the
need for an official list of subject headings
for the indexing project. T o date we have
depended on the index itself and the
various lists mentioned above, but as
the project grows a combined subject
heading list and authority list for personal and organizational names, complete
with all cross references, will become
essential.
The index is kept on three by five
cards, punched for lock rods. Subject
headings are in black capitals. A typical
entry is:
COMMITTEE FOR INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATION
Amazing aucceaa of CIO apreada to many industriea. L. DeCsux. United Mine Workere Journal 48(10): -34 May 15, 1938.

The volume and number serve as a
check on the date: the issue number is
also necessary because most of the
journals we cover repage with each issue.
No mention is made of iflustrations,
tables, maps or charts; we believe i t is
better t o give the essential information
on many articles, rather than slow u p our
work with details which, though theoretically desirable, would probably be but
little used.
Punctuation and capitalization are
kept as simple as possible in the interests
of speed in typing. Capitals are used only
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where absolutely essential. Periods are
omitted after initials and abbreviations
and wherever else possible.
On the other hand, abbreviations are
used very cautiously; titles of magazines
are spelled out unless very long, and then.
the abbreviation must be absolutely
clear. Thus we use Internat Jurid As&
Mon Bul, not the much commoner I J A.
Very few of our people are accustomed t o
working with any bibliographical tools,
and it is more economical to type out
names than t o answer numerous questions about the meaning of abbreviations.
In indexing material from trade union
papers, it frequently happens that the
title of an article is almost meaningless,
has no relation to the subject matter. I n
such cases it is often appropriate to use
instead the sub-title or one of the introductory phrases that many editors
insert. The judicious use of these editorial phrases often saves an annotation.
Occasionally i t is necessary for the
indexer to invent some phrase to serve
as a title; such supplied headings are
always put in curves ( ).
Notes are occasionally given where
the title is not clear. Typical annotations
are: "&count of the Palm Sunday
Massacre in Puerto Rico with excerpts
from the governors report," "Text of
Lewis's radio address on (date)," "Report on 1937 A.F. of L. Convention."
Occasional brief quotations are used.
Critical notes are avoided. Probably not
more than 4 or 5 per cent of all cards
have any notes, and our present tendency
is to use fewer.
The index is kept in separate trays
beside the dictionary catalog. We considered filing the cards into the library
catalog, but decided against i t on the
twofold ground that the presence in the
catalog of a large number of cards that
bear no calI number would be confusing
and the rapid growth of the indexing
project would involve too much shifting
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of cards in the drawers. Subjects are
arranged alphabetically, but cards under
a given subject heading are filed chronologically; in those cases where there are
severaI cards under the same subject
heading published in the same month the
tertiary subarrangement is alphabetical.
Chronological arrangement, with the
latest material first. has three distinct
advantages: t h e latest material is usually the most needed; i t brings closer
together cards relating t o a specific event;
i t speeds u p filing somewhat, since most
cards are for t h e newest material.
In arranging subdivisions of a general
subject we follow the Cincinnati rules,
which call for arranging subheads, inverted heads, geographic divisions and
form divisions all in one alphabet. This
is all right for most subjects, but is
beginning t o create a problem for certain
much used headings, such as Labor
unions and Strikes and Lockouts. Under
the former, for example, there are - or
will be shortly - forty or fifty geographic divisions, sixty industrial divisions, half a dozen inverted headings
and five or six form and subject subheads,
a multiplicity that will be confusing to
the layman. What we shall do about this
we do not yet know.
There are two routines used for indexing. With the first, one person selects
the material, chooses the subject headings and types the cards all in one operation. With the second, one person selects
the material and indicates the headings
on slips of paper, then turns the material
over to a typist. The latter is somewhat
faster, by perhaps ten per cent, but the
chief gain is in the dividing up of a
drudgerous task.
Cards are read by the typist as they
are typed, but are otherwise not proofread; a s each magazine is finished it is
checked on a standard periodical checking card mounted in a small homemade
visible index. Usually, too, each number
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is stamped Indexed on the upper righthand corner of the front cover before it is
returned to the periodical stack, a step
that is useful on those inevitable occasions when we fall behind schedule.
With the first routine, one person
doing all the operations, output averages
between seventeen and twenty cards per
hour; where the work is divided, the
average is around twenty-three cards per
man hour. These figures are underlain by
three conditions. The indexers are thoroughly familiar with the material, have
usually gone over it previously in connection with other phases of their work;
second, both the people who usually
assign headings know our system of
subject headings thoroughly. Third, it is
to be remembered that a t least three
quarters of the cards have less than four
full lines of type, including the subject
heading.
Filing is usually done a t the end of
each week. Here the usual library
cataloging figures apply; it takes between
seven and ten minutes per hundred to
throw cards into an alphabetical sorting
box, and filing takes between 25 and 80
minutes per hundred. Before the cards
are locked in, their arrangement is
checked, an operation that is harder to
estimate but which probably takes about
12 minutes per 100.
All these estimates may be summarized by some figures from a monthly
statistical report which are probably
typical. In July, 1937, 406 cards were
added to the index and 29% man hours
mere spent on the project, giving an
average figure for all operations of 13.7
cards per hour. Allowing for cross references and extra entries, these cards
probably listed 325 separate articles.
In the first year of operation, the
project has thoroughly justified itself.
The time saved in the compiling of our
bibliographies and reading lists alone not counting the casual and unobserved
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use by students - is considerably greater
than the time spent in indexing. We plan
next year t o add several more periodicals
to the list. We hope, also, t o be able to
work out some plan whereby other institutions can make some use of it through
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correspondencc. We have even speculated about the possibility of dexigraphing certain cards, either for certain
magazines or for specified subjects, for
the use of other libraries. B u t that is a
problem for the future.

Seven Years with the Princeton Public Administration Collection

u

By Ina Clement, Princeton, N. J.

N L I K E some similar undertak~ngs
that have just "grown up," this Collection had a definite beginning. I t was
started in September, 1930, shortly after
the founding of the School of Public and
International Affairs, under the direction
of Professor Harold Willis Dodds, then
Chairman of the Administrative Committee of the School, now President of the
University. At the time, he was also editing
the National Mu?zicipal Review. The Collection was at once placed in charge of a
full-time librarian, experienced in the field.
She was given a room in the University
Library, a few important documents, and
told to build up a library, for the research
man. Therewas only one warning-"not to
get so wrapped up in detail that there was
no time for the subject." One important decision was made at the start. It was agreed
that the meat of the subject was to be
found in special reports ; therefore, most
of the annual reports would be sent to the
stack where they would be available when
needed. There were exceptions, of course,
but in the main this proved a wise decision.
With the exception of the West Coast,
visits were made by the librarian to most
important centers where special work in
the subject was being done. Usually they
were made in conjunction with vacations
in order to save time and expense. The
n~unicipalreference libraries in Milwaukee,
Chicago, Baltimore, Philadelphia and St.
Louis, the Joint Reference Library in
Chicago and a number of bureaus of mu-

nicipal research were all reached in this
way. The Bureau of Government in the
University of Michigan and similar p u p s
in the University of North Carolina werc
on the list as well as a variety of libraries
in Washington, D. C. State libraries were
not overlooked and Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Pcnnsylrania and New York State were among
those visited. All contributed valuable material. Duplicate collections in the Library
of Congress, Yale and other large Iibraries
were searched diligently for important
items not current. Emphasis was placed on
securing primary material and every effort
made to keep out unimportant items. Think
not that sources nearer home were neglected. Many special libraries in the New
Yorkregion werc a constant help,especially
the New York Municipal Reference
Library. City halls and governmental dcpartments in Newark, Trenton and other
n~unicipaliticscame in for their share of
attention. Current material began to expand in a way not even suspected in September, 1930. Bureaus and commissions
grew up, intertwmed or succeeded each
other with overwhelming rapidity. I t was
necessary to make from one to two visits
to Washington a year in order to even attempt to keep abreast of developments.
Such subjects as Federal-city relations,
scarcely mentioned before, began to demand continuous attention.
Important bibliographical tools, such
outstanding studies as the President's Con-
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ference on Home Building and Home
Ownership, Recent Social Trends monographs or the White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection, also important 'books on health administration,
public welfare, personnel and other subjects included within public administration
were purchased for the Collection. Subscriptions were entered for most of the im.portant periodicals on the subject.
A very arbitrary arrangnlent had been
made with the University Library. The
routine of ordering and cataloging for
baoks purchased was to be done through
the University Library, but the Collection
had a free hand with material secured without charge. Miss ImhofYs adaptation of
Dewey for the 3Ws, used in a nuniber of
municipal reference and legislative reference libraries, was chosen for the arrangement of the material on the shelves. I n
order to make the volumes more conv e n i e n t ~used, the well-known Newark
Public Library color band system was
adapted to the classification with satisfactory results.
I have wondered what would be the result if all those who had used Miss Imhoff's
adaptation would take an afternoon off and
compare notes on the many additions and
subtractions that had been made. Doubtless, many liberties would be revealed, for
uniformity is not the goal of the special
library. It had been necessary to make
changes from time to time while using it in
New York and further adantations were
necessary in working with the Collection
in Princeton.
Perhaps one thing of more than ordinary
interest was the building up of a public welfare section. The subject had assumed such
importance that it had been necessary to
assign a specific number to it and 363 was
chosen. I t expanded so rnuch from 1930
to 1937 that a special arrangement seemed
desirable. The Family, Child Welfare,
Aged, Mental Hygiene, and Public assistance, were all given special subdivisions
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under 363. A n attempt was made to divide
the unemployment material. Reports
primarily concerned with the stabilization
of industry were kept with the labor subjects. These, for the most part, appeared in
the early part of the depression. Most
studies made after 1932 dealt with the
frantic efforts of municipalities to meet
emergencies and keep people alive. They
were classed in the Public Welfare section.
Classification was not the chief concern
it1 the Public Administration Collection,
but the above notes suggest the problems
encountered.
Bef ore leaving the question, would you
like to know how the application of the
color band system worked out? W e could
do no better than take this Public Welfare
section. The color for 3 in the Newark system is orange and 6 happens to be brown,
so for our general things on public welfare
we had three bands - orange, brown,
orange, at the proper position, for that
counts too. Decimals are noted by their position on the pamphlet; 363.2 happens to
stand for "Thc Family." Since red happened to be 2 in the system, volutnes on
that subject have the same orange, brown,
orange bands, but in addition a red band at
the proper space abovc indicates that "The
Family" must be kept together. Could anyone fail to see that at a glance? If you
think it sounds complicated, I did too. But
when it was done I wished it had been done
n~onthsbefore. Credit for the idea, however, does not go to the librarian. I t was
Mr. Dodds who said, "There was a man
named Dana and he had some kind of a
color band system. . . . " Of course the
color system, to be adequate to our sul~ject,
had to he applied to a special governmental
classification.
A vertical file arranged by subject supplemented the volumes on the shelves. A
partial list of subjects used follows:
Advcrt~s~ng.
Yunic~pal
Acronnut~cs,Landmg fields
Acronaut~cs,Regulation

Authorities
Budgets
Charters
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Charts, Oreanlzat~on
Interstate relal~ons
C~ty-countryconsol~dat~ort Insurance, Unmtplnyrncnt
City manngcr plan
Juvcn~lecourts
Juvende del~nquency
1 A o r departments
County plarrni~~n
Debt
Lahor Laws, Adm~n~straEducation. Flnancc
tlon of
Emlncnt dommn
hlandatory Icgislat~nn
Metrolmlitnn districts
Excess cor~de~nnatiort
Milk supply
Fedcral a d to Ftatrs
hlotor veh~clcs,Regulat~on
Fcderal.city relat~ons
of
F~nance,County
Pens~ons.Old Age
Finance, Munic~pal
Personnel, Publ~c
Pol~ce
Finnncr, State
Puhl~cutilit~es.Rcgulatlon
Fire departments
Fire losses
Publ~cwelfare
Rccrcatmn
Govcrnment, Cost of
Govcrnmcnt, Munrcrpal
Regrorral planning
Report making
Government, Statc
Statc planning
Health administration
Taxahon
Hcalth aurveys
Unemployment relief
Houstng prohlcm
Institutions
Watcr supply
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Library, the Library of the Industrial Relations Section, and lastly the Public Administration Collection. H i s time has been
saved by the application of methods ill
everyday use in the world of affairs, but
the task of r z a l ~ a t i o nis his. For the librarian, the sight of "conclusion" being born
is no small compensation for a difficult
day's work. Some of the theses topicswere :
regional plat~ning, slum clearance, child
welfare in New Jersey, Federal regulation
of radio, personnel policies of the Roosevelt administration, interstate compacts,
public recreation, city manager plan. The
graduate student shares the saine facilities.
Contacts between faculty and students
were informal and helpful. The Collection
Not only did the volume of material cx- was used, primarily, by the faculty and stuceed all expectations but the use of it ad- dents of the Politics Department of the
vanced with similar rapidity. The Prince- School of Public Affairs, but members of
ton Survey of New Jersey State Govern- other d e ~ a r t m e n t soften used the Collecment made intensive demands. Carpenter tion extensively. A fine spirit of coaperaand Stafford, in their textbook, "State and tion exists between the three special
Local Government," made frank acknowl- libraries.
edgment of their debt to the Collection.
The Schod of Public and International
The Princeton Local Government Survey Affairs has experimented in various direcoffered problems numerous and varied.
tions. Among other things, it has evolved
I n the meantime, regular lectures had to its "conference method." Some complex
be given by the faculty, and they soon current subject is chosen and students asformed the habit of expecting the librarian signed various aspects of it. T h e topics
to present much of the necessary material, often fell within the scope of the Public
however new and varied the subjects might Administration Collection. "The New
be. I t was always a keen delight to meet that York CiLy Charter," "Social Control of
demand. She was, also, often consulted by Radio Broadcasting," and "The Tennessee
faculty men concerning subjects for stu- Valley Authority" were among them. Indent research. This brings us t o Princeton's deed, the very first conference to draw on
famous "four course plan" which gives the the resources of the Collection was "Musclc
student considerable time and opportunity Shoals!'
for independent research in connection
The special librarian in a large Univerwith junior papers and a senior thesis. Any sity Library is fortunate, indeed, in Lleing
man working in current social problems able to tap the resources of a Iarge Library,
knows the task of sifting, weighing and and often finds it an unfailing help in time
evaluating the mass of printed o r mimeo- of need. I t is possible for the library t o
graphed material which comes to his desk. route anumber of periodicals past her desk,
T h e Princeton undergraduate gets con- and her eyes are constantly on the alert for
siderable training in this important task the pertinent article in a magazine not enthrough the special libraries housed in the tirely devoted t o the subject. I n return, tlrc
University Library -The Pliny Fisk special librarian, with her eyes constantly
8
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watching current legislation and developments with microscopic exactitude, is often
in a position to throw light on an immediate
problem. The special library is a working
collection, ready to give information, when
possible to obtain it, whether printed or
not. A large library is like a great river
flowing along within its banks, while a
speciallibrary might be likened to a brook
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dashing over rocks in an uncharted course
but a very exciting one.
The Public Administration Collection,
without any permanent endowment,
weathered seven of the depression years.
The "Recession" came along, and it was
necessary t o suspend the work and place it
in the hands of a part-time graduate student.

Ricker Library of Architecture
By Fern DeBeck Davis
Librarian, Ricker Library of Architecture, University of Illinois

R

ICKER LIBRARY OF ARCHITECTURE
a t the University of Illinois is one of ten
departmental libraries on the Urbana campus. It
gives library service to the Departments of Architecture and Art through its collection of books,
magazines, lantern sl~des, photographs, and
pamphlets. The library's chief function is t o serve
t h e student faculty group in these two departments, but its use is not restricted to them.
The foundation for the Library was laid by Dr.
Nathan Clifford Ricker, for whom the Library
was named. Dr. Ricker's place in architectural
education is significant, for he was the first graduate in architecture a t Illinois; and Illino~swas
t h e second university in the United States t o
offer a curriculum in architecture. Ile was in
charge of the Department of Architecture from
1872-1910 and Dean of the College of Engineering from 1878-1905. With only a few architectural books to begin with, Dr. Ricker, through
years of careful attention to the library, was able
t o build up its collection and develop its service.
To build both a good working library for undergraduates, and at the same time, in t h e same
place, a collection for the research worker, is a
dual aim which continues from Dr. Ricker's time
t o the present. The founder also began the collection of mounted photographs and lantern
slides, two essential parts of an architectural collection, and contributed to the technical s ~ d eof
t h e library by his Extension oJ the Dewey Decimal
System of Classificalz'on Applied to Arclcdectim
and Budding, which was published by the Unlversity of Illinoia in 1906. This modification of
the Decimal class~tication1s used for the lantern
slides on architecture. The content of the architecture book collection has been determined
largely by the courses offered in the curriculum,

and a careful balance has been kec
:en the
various divisions of the subject of architecture
and between earlier and contemporary works.
Since Ricker Library was originally designed to
serve the Department of Architecture, it has been
strongest in that field although it has material on
allied subjects. With the extension of the scope of
the library in 1928, to include service t o the Department of Art, the collection In general art has
been developed, based on curricular needs.
Dr. Ricker began teaching when standard
works on architecture, written in the English
language, were few in number. In order t o make
up for that deficiency, he translated for the students, a number of French and German works.
There are about fifty volumes of the translations
including Violet-le-Duc's Dictionnairc de l'architacfureand Guadet's Elements el Theorie de l'archileclure. These translations typed by Dr. Ricker
and given t o the library in manuscript form, have
been permanently bound by the University and
are a valuable asset to the collection.
The relation of Ricker Library t o the general
University l~brarymakes for the greatest possible
benefit to Ricker Library. The nearness of Ricker
Library to the general library gives the advantage
of easy access t o the extenswe general collection
of reference books, books in the classics, in history, and in other subjects related t o architecture
and art, and these are drawn upon frequently by
Ricker Library. The distinctive feature about the
departmental hbrary system a t Illino~sis the
freedom with which books may be borrowed and
loaned among the campus libraries. Any departmental library may borrow from the general
library or from another departmental library
the material, a t the time, is not in demand in its own location. The length of time for
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book loans of this sort is dependent on the need
and varies from one or two days t o a semester.
Daily del~veryservice for books and magazines
from one library to each of the others is provided
by thegeneral library. Considerable added service
to the Departments of Architecture and Art is
possible because of this freedom in utilizing the
resources of the entire library collection.
The ordering, classifying, and cataloging of
books and magazines for Ricker Library, as for
the other departmental libraries, are done at the
general library. This centralized administrat~on
gives unity t o the whole collection and results in a
maximum of efficiency and economy. At the same
tune, the Ricker hbrarian has more time t o devote
to helping the patrons and to buildmg up the
collection. All classifying and cataloging of the
lantern slides and photographs is done a t Ricker
Library and for these a motlification of t h e Decimal classrfication is used. The collection of
mounted photographs of buddings and paintings
numbers more than six thousand.
The eleven thousand lantern slides on archltecture are filed not in trays as catalog cards are,
but in large wooden Moler filing cabinets, which
are made so that sixty slides, each entirely in
view, rather than slide labels, are vis~bleat one
time. By pulling one frame to the front edge of
the cabinet, a person selecting slides for a lecture
has before him sixty slides which he can see as one
sees a slide held up to the light. This cabinet
provides considerable visual aid to the person
using the slide collection, and the advantage
entirely compensates for the space required for
the cabinets. The negatives are stored in boxes
but arranged in the same way as the slides.
Catalog cards for the slides are made on sensitized photographic cards, size three by five
inches, which have printed on them, from the side
negative, by contact, a replica af the slide itself a t
the same size. Space is provided on the card for
the classification number and the title, etc. Duplia t e cards are made, one filed by architectural
style, as the slides are, which corresponds to a
shelf list for books. The second card is filed alphabetically by city. This card file is t h e official
record for the collection and also serves as a good
collection of small photographs for study purposes
The type of instruction in architecture and art
is definitely of the kind which makes a good
working library essent~al.In general, there is an
informal atmosphere, an emphas~son individual
solutions t o group problems, and an absence of
reliance on text books with the resulting dependence on a wide use of library materials, the
Beaux-Arts Institute of Design problems are
followed in architectural design courses. Students
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work long hours, frequently on highly competitive
problems. They work under pressure at times and
are always in a hurry. L~brarypolicies have been
determined so as to give the servlce needed under
these conditions.
Space for Ricker Library was provided in that
part of the new Architecture Buildmg most conveniently available t o all the students. The Library is on the second floor adjacent to the drafting rooms used by the architectural design students, who use the L~brarymost, and therc are
two floors of drafting rooms, class rooms, and
studioa above the Library floor and two below it
so that the Library is approximately in the center
of the building. When Ricker Library was housed
in Engineering Hall, students brought their
drafting boards into the Library in order to use
the library material easily. The growth of the
school made that practice inadvisable, and when
the L~brarywas moved t o the new Architecture
Building, the practicc was discontinued. The
need for library materials while the students are
working in drafting roome has not changed, and
Ricker Library isadn~inisteredto meet that need,
A simple chargmg system is used; books for special courses are arranged on tables or on shelvcs,
and everything planned to make the books
quickly available for use in the drafting rooms.
Most of the twelve thousand books are arranged on o p n shelves. The teaching program
allows for considerable elasticity in the problems
so that individual students have freedom to work
problems in individual ways. This calls for library
materials arranged so that the students may look
a t a number of works and select boob suitable to
their problen~s.No two students are hkely to use
exactly the same material, and they seldom know
exactly what they want when they come to the
Library so the open shelf arrangement is important. Students are treated as professional pcople,
put on their honor and are allowed a freedom not
often extended to undergraduates to pick up almost any book in the Library, many of them
expensive, and browse through it and build up
their professional knowledge. There are as few
restrictions as possible placed on the material
although the most valuable and rare material ie
kept safeguarded.
Theselection of material for reservesis made by
the library staff so that the instructor in charge ol
the course needs only t o look over the reserve
collection assembled and make suggestions or
additions if necessary. B o o b reserved for students who do Beaux-Arts problems are arranged
in book racks on thc tables for the duration of the
problem, usually three to six weeks. Books are
usually placed on reserve before the "esquisse"
for a problem is taken and other titles added
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after the "esquisse," when the complete program
for the problem is available.
Students do most of their work in the Architecture Building which means that the library
materials must be in the building most of the
time too. For that reason, there are no "two
week" books though some books may be taken
home for over night; books and magazines, with a
few exceptions, may be used freely in any drafting
room o r studio in the building.
Ricker Library's hours conform to the hours in
which students usually work in the building,
namely, from seven forty-five in the morning
until ten at night or until midnight when students are "en charette."
Book selection for Ricker Library is done a t
t h e library by members of the faculty and the
librarian. The Deans of the Gllege and members
of the faculty in Architecture and Art co6prate
with the library and give a generous amount of
time t o book selection and to many other questions relating to the Library.
T h e research intereats and problems of the
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various members of the faculty are kept in mind
by the library staff s o new material on arrival
can be referred t o the proper person. New book
announcements are sent to faculty members,
bibliographies are compiled for them, current
magazines are routed through several faculty
offices, and other similar services are provided by
the staff t o the faculty.
The staff a t Ricker Library consists of a full.time trained librarian, a half-time student assistant who is a Library School student, and
several undergraduate part-time assistants.
The library rules are as liberal as possible and
the administration elastic enough t o take care
of individual cases. The student group in Architecture and Art courses total about eight hundred
so that a more personalized service is possible,
because the number of studerlts is small, and the
library staff is able to know most of then]. These
two factors together with the cooperative spirit
of the students, and a certain pride in the library,
make possible several apparently unorthodox but
very convenient library practices.

Library Magazine Articles of Interest
Library Journal, March 15, 1938.
Berthold, Arthur. Editing a union catalog, p. 222-223. A clear statement of some
of the problems met in this task and the
solutions found in the preparation of the
Philadelphia Union Catalog.
Franklin, R. D. Public library of the
high seas, p. 227-231. A description of the
special service given in a far-flung organization.
Whitford, Robert. Librarian or specialist?,p. 224-226. An excellentselection
of references on the perpetually controversial topic of the relative value of
Library Journal, February 1, 1938.
subject matter or libraly technique.
Abbott, J. E. Cataloging and filing of Provides a sound guide for a review of
motion picture films, p. 93-95. Some fundamentals.
practical notes on handling this type of Wilson Bulletin, March 1938.
library collection.
Waldron, A. M. Continuing education

Bulletin of the American Library Association, March 1938.
Hostetter, A. M. Activities and projects of the Board of Education for
Librarianship, p. 186-190. An excellent
analysis of activities in clear form, valuable not only for its subject matter but as
a model for such analyses.
Raney, M. L. First steps in microphotography, p. 164-166. A concise,
specific article telling what to get, what
i t costs and how to use it.

Library Journal, March 1, 1938.
Manks, D. S. Garden books of 1937,
p. 177-180. An interesting selective discussion, well illustrated.

of the librarian, p. 442-443. Possibly a
bit heavy-handed but certainly a constructive article on a topic that needs
particular consideration by the special
librarian in a limiting environment.
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Convention Highlights

S0

you ARE coming to Pittsburgh!
Last month you learned of the city
with its "Hundred hills and half a hundred bridges." Just what will you do
from June 7-10, while attending this 30th
annual convention of the Special Libraries Association? First, you will come to
the convention headquarters which is the
William Penn Hotel -and if you have
been reading "Business Week" with its
column of hotel advertisements, you already know it has had $500,000 worth of
improvements this year. The seventeenth
floor has been turned over to the Association. Think of it - a whole city block!
The registration desk will be readily
found as you step from the elevator. Will
all localities and early comers please note :
the registration desk will be open on
Monday.
While the Executive Board and Advisory Council meet in the Cardinal
Room a t 10 o'clock Tuesday morning,
the rest of the visitors are free to meet
their friends and visit downtown libraries. I say downtown, for there are several ;bank, utility and industrial libraries.
Another reason for limiting it to the
downtown area is that another day will
give you the opportunity to visit libraries in the Oakland district.
Tuesday afternoon a t 2:30 is the First
General Session. May I say here that we
have adopted a slogan, "Pittsburgh
promotes promptness " ; so please arrive
on time a t all meetings. Unlike many
general sessions, this is to be devoted to
the "Romance of Industry," featuring
speakers such as Dr. Francis Cowles
Frary of the Aluminum Company of
America, Mr. B. F. Chapple of the
Carnegie Illinois Company, and Mr.
C. S. Coler of Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company.
At 4:00 o'clock is a reception for the
8

+

entire Association. This will give an
opportunity to get together socially, to
greet old friends and to make new ones.
I t is t o be an innovation, and it is hoped
t h a t both the newcomer and the veteran
a t conventions will welcome this opportunity t o become better acquainted.
The evening meeting is to be one of
those Pittsburgh hopes will go over with
a bang. I t is a joint meeting of the Financial, Commerce, Insurance, and Public
Business Librarians groups, and open to
outsiders holding courtesy tickets. I cannot divulge all our secrets, so I will only
say that i t is t o be on "Business Profits
and the Use of Published Information."
A meeting which will be valuable
t o all types of librarians is the one under
the auspices of the Science-Technology
Group, t o be held Wednesday afternoon.
If your company shows any hesitation in
permitting you to attend the Convention, this should be the one to sway the
executives - and we will see you in the
"Smoky City." This meeting, too, is
open to the public on invitation. I t is a
"Symposium on Microfilming and Documentation." You have read about this
subject in the February issue of SPECIAL
LIBURIES.Watson Davis, pioneer in the
held, is to be with us, as is Vernon D.
Tate of the Division of Photographic
Reproduction and Research, the National
Archives, Washington, D. C. There will
be several exhibitors present who will
have floor demonstrations after the
meeting. When the librarian realizes that
the cost of microfilming is little over a
cent a page as compared with the cost of
photostating, she will see that i t is small
wonder that S.L.A. is taking strides to
acquaint each member of the Association
of the worth of such a project.
Wednesday morning comes the second
General Session, with its central theme,
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"Problems of Expansion a n d Techniques A s M e t Through S.L.A. Activities." You know what possibilities such a
topic holds for lively discussion. Wednesd a y evening is the Banquet -which is
always a t r e a t after a busy day.
Thursday afternoon is visiting d a y in
Oakland, where you will see the new
Mellon Institute, the Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh a n d the much-talked-of Cathedral of Learning of the University of
Pittsburgh. After an afternoon's tramp,
y o u will b e pleased t o know t h a t for
m a n y of u s t h e evening is free t o rest our
weary feet. F o r others, though, comes an
important novelty in the "Beginners'
Clinic o n Problems in Organizing a
Special Library." T h e University and
College Libraries, too, are planning a
dinner served on the lovely terrace of the
Schenley Hotel preceding their meeting
for this evening.

Again Friday morning comes a General
Session, this t ~ m edevoted t o "How
S.L.A. Meets Personnel Problems," to be
followed b y election of officers. On Friday
afternoon, after t h e group meetings, there
will be a sightseeing trip a n d dinner.
It will be a busy time, this 30th convention - b u t we, in this city, hope t h a t
you will have a profitable s t a y with us a s
well as a n enjoyable playtime. For you
who are unable t o be with us - we are
sorry. B u t there is a treat which I have
kept until the last - t o give you who
cannot be with us. There are t o be two
15-minute broadcasts over Westinghouse
Station KDKA, t h e pioneer broadcasting
station of t h e world - a n d so, m y
friends, tune in a n d be with us for even a
few moments in Pittsburgh. Watch
SPECIAL
LIBRARIESfor the exact hour.
VIRGINIAL. GARLAND,

Chairman of Nezus Committee.

S.L.A. Tentative Convention Program
William Penn Hotel-Pittsburgh,

Pa.

June 7-10, 1938

MUSEUMGROUP- Breakfast conference. Informal discussion.
NEWSPAPERGROUP
- Breakfast conference
- "A Manual for Newspaper Librarians."
Discussion led by Marie-Anne E. Walker,
Librarian, The New York Times.

UNIVERSITY
AND COLLEGEDEPARTMENTAL
LIBRARIANS
GROUP- National and Local
Croup Officers - Informal luncheon.

FIRST GENERALSESSION
-Welcoming addresses by officials of the City of Pittsburgh,
and the Pittsburgh Chapter represented by
Mrs. Jessie Callan Kennedy, Librarian,
Engineering Library, Carnegie Institute of
Technology; response by Mrs. Louise P.
Dorn, Librarian, Detroit Edison Company,
EXECUTIVE
BOARD
m ADVISORY
COUNCIL
- for
the National Association. "The Romance
Meeting.
of Industry" -Addresses by Dr. Francis
VISITS- Libraries in the downtown district.
Cowles Frary, Director of Research, Aluminum Company of America; Mr. B. S. Chapple, Jr., Sales Promotion Manager, CarnegieIllinois Steel Corporation; Mr. C. S. Coler,
MUSEUMGROUP- Informal luncheon meetManager, Community Relations, Westinging- "Museum Group Inventory." Discussion.
house Electric and Manufacturing ComNEWSPAPER GROUP
- Informal luncheon
pany; Dr. John W. Oliver, Head of Departmeeting.
ment of History, University of Pittsburgh.
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Reception and tea.
AND PunFINANCIAL,
COMMERCE,
INSURANCE
LIC BUSINESS
LIBRARIANS
GROUPS Joint
Session. "Business Profits and the Use of
Published Information" - Panel discussion
by Mary Jane Henderson, Investnlent Librarian, Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada; Mary P. Mchan, Librarian, American Bankers Association, Kathryn E. Peoples, Librarian, Carnegie-IllinoisSteel Corporation; Marian C. Manley, Branch Librarian, Business Branch, Newark Public
Library; and others. Addresses by Mr. William T. Mossman, Manager of Publicity
Department, Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, and others.
MUSEUM
GROUP "Architectural Librarians
and Their Problems."

-

-

-

BIOLOGICAL-SCIENCES
GROUP Breakfast
conference.
- Breakfast conference.
FINANCIAL
GROUP
- Breakfast conference.
MUSEUM
GROUP
NEWSPAPERGROUP Breakfast conference
Report on Salary Survey. Discussion led
by Blanche L. Davenport, Librarian, The
Christian Science Monilor.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
GROUP,
Petroleum Section -Breakfast conference.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
GROUP,Public Utility
Section Breakfast conference.

-

-

-

-

SECONDGENERALSESSION "Problems of
Expansion and Techniques as Met Through
S.L.A. Activities." Speakers to be announced
on these topics- "Our Promotion Problem": "Publication Problems and What
They Mean to S.L.A."; "What S.L.A. Is
Doing to Solve Problems of Information
Techniques"; "Our Association Responsibilities."

-

INSURANCE
GROUP Informal luncheon meeting.

-

NEWSPAPERGROUP Luncheon meeting
Address by Mr. George Seibel, author and
literary critic of T h Musical Forecasi.
UNIVERSITYAND COLLEGEDEPARTMENTAL
LII~RARIANS
GROUP- Luncheon meeting "Library Instructions for the Student."
Discussion.

NEWSPAPER
GROUP-Visiting

libraries.

-

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
GROUP Symposium
on "Microfilming and Documentation.''
"Pioneering in Microfilming and Documentation" by Dr. Watson Davis, President,
American Documentation Institute, and
Director of Science Service; "Microfilming
Equipment" by Dr. Vernon D. Tate, Chief.
Division of Photographic Reproduction and
Research, National Archives; I' Microfilming
and the Scientist" by Dr. E. P. Partridge,
Director of Research, Hall Laboratories; and
others. Exhibit and demonstration of microfilming equipment by various manufacturers.
Banquet and entertainment.

-

MUSEUMGROUP Informal breakfast conference.
NEWSPAPERGROUP Breakfast conference
-"The Library and the Five-Day Week."
Discussion led by Mr. Ford M. Pettit, Reference Director, Thc Detroit News.

-

COMMERCE
GROUP- Round table conference.
FINANCIAL
GROUP- Round table conference.
INSURANCE
GROUP-Speakers: The Honorable Owen Hunt, Commissioner of insurance
for Pennsylvania; Mr. W. R. Williamson,
Consulting Actuary of the Social Security
Board.
MUSEUM
GROUP-Symposium on ' I Reference
Work with the Public from the Points of
View of the Art, Science, and History Mu-
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scum." "Qualifications of Museum Librarians."
PUBLIC
BUSINESS
LIBRARIAN
GROUP- Round
table conference.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
GROUP Chemistry
section Round table conference.
SOCIAL-SCIENCE
GROUP- Round table conference.

-

-

No. 4

MUSEUMGROUP- Breakfast conference.
NEWSPAPERGROUP- Breakfast conference.

-

T ~ I R DGENERAL SESSION " HOW S.L.A.
Meets Personnel Problems." Speakers t o be
announced on these topics - "What We
Hope For in the Field of Training"; "Opportunities in the Special Library Profession
and the Salary Problem"; Business meeting;
election.

NEWSPAPER
GROUP-Luncheon (speaker to
be announced later).
CHAPTERPRESIDENTS Luncheon. Discussion led by Marguerite Burnett, Librarian,
2:00 p.m.
Federal Reserve Bank.
BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCESGROUP- Round table
CHAPTERSECRETARIES
AND TREASURERS
- discussion led by Adeline Macrum, Assistant
Luncheon. Discussion led by Elizabeth Lois
"InterEditor, Industrial Arts Index
Clarke, National Secretary, S.L.A.
library Loans Versus Photostats or Microfilms"; "Manner of Handling Picture
Collections, Pamphlets and Ephemeral
Material "; "Problems of Lost Material and
VISITS The new Mellon Institute for IndusPreventive Measures."
trial Research; "The Cathedral of LearnGROUP Business meeting and
ing" of the University of Pittsburgh; and FINANCIAL
election of officers.
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.
INSURANCE
GROUP- "Insurance Classification."
MUSEUM GROUP- Business meeting and
[JNIVERSITY AND COILEGE DEPARTMENTAL
election of officers.
LIBRARIANSGROVP- Dinner meeting
NEWSPAPERGROUP- Business meeting and
Speaker: Professor Fredrick P. Mayer, Deelection of officers.
partment of English, University of PittsPUBLIC
BusrNEss LIBRARIANS
GROUP Budburgh on "Trends in the Modern Novel."
ness meeting and election of officers.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGYGROUP Business
meeting and election of officers.
BEGINNERS'
CLINIC "Problems in Organiz- UNIVERSITYAND COLLEGE DEPARTMENTAL
ing a Special Library." Round table discusLIBRARIANS
GROUP Business meeting and
sion on "Methods for Making Collections
election of officers.
Quickly and Easily Accessible"; "Putting
the Library Over with Your Organization";
Sightseeing trip and dinner a t a country club.
"Budgets and How To Use Them."

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Some Special Invitations
-

T o Architectural Librarians
HE members of the Museum Group of
the Specla1 Libraries Association extend
a cordial invitation to their annual convention
to be held in the William Penn Hotel, PittsLurgh, June 7-10, inclusive.
The architectural librarians will gather for
an informal dinner and round-table discussion
of reference work with architectural students,

T

faculty and architects on the value of a standardized authority list and exchange of new
subject headings; classification schemes for
all types of material, books, clippings, photographs, and slides; and, last of all but not
Icast, the practicability and value of an index
for professional periodicals up to 1929.
This gathering will be a n experiment to find
out whether architectural libraries need help
from each other and whether they may make
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a real contribution to a distinctly professional
public.
Other meetings indicated on the preliminary
program are open to the architectur$ librarians and may be of interest, especially those
of the College and University Group and the
one o n microfilm sponsored by the Science
Technology Group.
FLORENCE
WARDSTILES,
CIaa~rmatz,
Museum Group, S.L.A.

To t h e Museum G r o u p
N attempt to gather basic data

A

011 the
Group is being made this year with the
intention of using the information at the Inventory Luncheon at the Convention.
A membership of over 200 and representation from more than 50 different subject
libraries indicate to some extent explorable,
cultural resources. Putting knowledge to work
is no sedate job; it exercises all the resourcefulness and initiative of an explorer. However, before considering projects, we must
see to it that our internal situation is clear.
Just as a matter of general interest, there
are 214 members of which 10 per cent arc
institutional, 32 per cent active and 58 per
cent national associate. Further divisions
are a s follows :
Art museums. ....................... 21
Science rnuseun~s.................... 12
Historical museums.. ................ 11
Public libraries. ..................... 11
State libraries.. ..................... 6
Architectural libraries.. .............. 6
Publishing firms.. ................... 6

Medical libraries. .................... 5
Miscellaneous ....................... 59
No recorded library connections. ...... 30
One possible solution to our internal problem is to get the likes working together; for
instance, there are six architectural librarians,
five medical and five publishing-a
fine
nucleus to start investigating special fields.
We should cash in on our kaleidoscopic
content make it a real asset. However, to
do so, provision must be made f o r a continuity
of adn~inistration(our problem is a long term
one), transcending subject, geographical, and
pcrsonal factors.
We might divide our problem as follows
and attempt a four-sided solution :
Policy: Would take care of our aims, final
decisions in regard to the general fitting
into the S.L.A. picture.
Adnlznistraiiort: Would take care of the carrying through and seeing that things got done.
Tecltniqlce: Would take care of the projects.
etc.
P~tblicity:Would take care of public relations.

-

There is work to be done in the Group and
by the Group requiring different types of
people.
The S.L.A. Convention affords us our only
opportunity to talk things over and t o settle
them by vote. I t is hoped that a s many of you
as can will make a special effort t o attend and
in any case communicate with the Chairman
if you want any special point emphasized.
FLORENCE
WARDSTILES,Chairman,
Mttseum Gror~p,S.L.A.

Travel Information for the June Convention
Railrmd Pars ( h e Wau)

Pullman
Bslwm
Pdlrlur~hand

Lhw

Coach

Vin

Bw

'Lower A ~ r l m y ~(Qreyho~mnd)
Fare
Berlh (OneWay) (One Wau)
(30.00
$8 20
116 46 $5 W
2.W
14.86
6 26
0 01
4 26
34 00
8 25
20.10
9 20
2 60
16 OR
4 85
3 06
2.W
7W
2.00
3 76
28 40
8.26
11 40
2.50
I4 W)
4.21
8.85
27 75
7.46
1.3 60 3.00
20 60
6 60
44 40
12 10
3.W
21 00
0 75
13 15
10 45
2.60
16 20
6 50
128 85
32 85
70 83 18.76
128.85
32 85
70.83 18 75
14 10
8.M
23 06
6 05

Albany..
$10 05
Baltimow..
6 06
Bwlon.
13 40
Qncinnnti
0.M
2.66
Cleveinntl
11.00
Hartlord
Detro~t
6.06
M~Iwnukcc
11.10
14.06
Montreni.
New York
8 80
Philadelphta.
7W
Ban Frsnciffio 36.00
L a An~elsa.. 43.W
Chlwo..
0.40
This d a b , obtained from current tarlfln, in tho regular one-way lare

..
.
.
..

.

nnd doca not include Excureion rated that msy be in cllmt at limn of
depnrture.
Subject Lo change rnthout notice

Rates have been obtained from current tariffs
and are the regular one-way fares, There may be
some excursions coming to Pittsburgh near the
time of the convention, but it is too early to obtain any very definite information. Pullman rates
for lower berths are also included to give a better
idea as to the total cost of transportation.
There is no Union Station in Pittsburgh, each
line having its own terminal. A11 Pennsylvania
trains come into the Pennsylvania Station, which
is about tive blocks from the William Penn Hotel.
Certain B. &O.trains are routed to the P. & I.. E.
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-411terminals are near street cars. Although the
Station instead of the B. tk 0. terminal. Schedules
will have to be consulted for the information William Penn is located in down-town Pittsburgh
since there are changes from time to time. New near the shopping district, there is a garage in
York Central lines run into the P. & L. E. Station connection with the hotel.
v 1 ~ r .J.
4~
MACDONALD,
Chairmun, Travel
which is acros the Monongahela River from
down-town Pittaburgh.
Committee.

1938 Convention Committee Chairmen
Conuendiora adProgram, Mrs. Jolan M . Fertig,
Westinghouse Research Laboratories,
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
News, Virginia L. Garland, Philadelphia Co.
Travel, Mrs. Vivian J. MacDonald, Aluminum
Research Laboratories, Aluminum Co. of
America
Hospiiality and Enlerlamment, Esther E.
Fawcett, Carnegie Institute of Technology
Banquet, Mrs. Caroline W .Foote, U. S. Bureau
of Mines
Sightseeing, Edith Portman, Mellon Institute
of Industrial Research
Vislling Day, Mrs. Mabelle hl. Runner, Carnegie Institute of Technology
Exhibils, Henrietta Kornhauser, Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
Local Arrangements, Ella I . Chalfant, PeoplesPittsburgh 'Trust Co.
Registration Desk and Treasurer, Mrs. Vivian
J . MacDonald, Aluminum Research Laboratories, Aluminum Co. of America

Radio Broadcask, William F. Jacob, General
Electric Co.
First General Session, Mrs. Jessie C . Kennedy, Carnegie Institute of Technology
Groups (Local Representatives) :
Science-Technology, Ross C. Cibella, Hall
Laboratories
University and College Departmental Librarians, Mrs. Julia L. Staniland, University
of Pittsburgh
Public Business Librarians, Marion L.
Hatch, Business Branch, Carnegie Library
Commerce, Kathryn E. Peoples, CarnegieIllinois Steel Corp.
Financial, Ella I. Chalfant, Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.
Museum, Esther E. Fawcett, Carnegie
Institute of Technology
Biological Sciences, Rosemary Hanlon,
Mines Safety Appliances Co.
Newspaper. No representative
Insurance. No representative
Social Science. No representative

Official Notices
Nominating Committee Report

Editor, Indzcstrial Arts Index, T h e

H . W. Wilson Company, New York;
HE Nominating Committee submits
Director
for Three Years - Howard L.
the following list of candidates as

T

officers of Special Libraries Association
for t h e year 1938-1939:

C. Mitchill, Librarian,
Public Senrice Corporation of New
Jersey, Newark ;
First Vice-president - Mrs. Lucile L.
Keck, Librarian, Joint Reference Library, Chicago;
Second Vice-president - Mrs. Jolan M.
Fertig, Librarian, Research Laboratories, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh ;
Treasurer - Adeline Macrum, Assistant

President -Alma

Stebbins, Librarian, Social Law Library, Boston, Mass.

T h e Committee feels t h a t it voices t h e
regret of t h e entire Association t h a t
our retiring President, William F. Jacob,
was not available for a second term.
ABBIEG . GLOVER,
DORSEYW. HYDE,JR.,
MARIANC. MANLEY,
ROSE L. VORMELICER,
LOUISE P. DORN,Chairman.
Note. -T h e Directors whose terms
have not expired are Mrs. Charlotte
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Noyes Taylor, who retires in 1939, and
Mary JaneHenderson, whoretires in 1940.
As the last retiring President, William
F. Jacob continues to be a member of the
Executive Board.

the annual business meeting of Special
Libraries Association will be held Friday,
June 10,1938,in the Hotel William Penn,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in connection
with the annual convention of the
Association.
Notice of Annual Meeting
WILLIAMF. JACOB,President.
S REQUIRED by By-Law VIII, Section 1, notice is hereby given that
ELIZABETH
LOISCLARKE,Secretmy.

A

Board Meeting Notes

T

'

H E Executive Board and Advisory
Council met for a lengthy session on
March 12th a t the Federal Reserve Bank
in New York. So much business came be:
fore this meeting that i t ran from 9:40
t o 8:10 P.M. with only brief jntermissions for lunch and tea. Adeauate attention t o the work of many different active
committees, groups and chapters cause
long meetings.
T h e regular reports of the interim
activities of the President, Secretary,
Editors and others were followed by a
new report - the first to be given by
the Business Library Prorr ,tion Committee. Alma C. Mitchill here brought
out the fact that the members including
representatives from this vicinity, the
middle west, and the far west, show
great interest and enthusiasm for the
possibilities of this work. T h e first step
was the promotion of a publication,
"Business Profits and the Use of Published Information," which combines in
one pamphlet articles appearing in the
July-August and October issues of
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
and so makes this information available a t the inexpensive
rate of 50 cents. This reprint was issued
to provide material t o use in filling requests for promotional literature and for
specific data on the problems involved
in this use of information.
T h e Constitution Committee reported
on a suggested constitution for chapters

prepared a t the request of various officers. (See page 118.) The Convention
Committee chairman gave a vivid report
of the possibilities of the Pittsburgh
Convention and stressed the help that
was needed in the way of prompt attention to programs. (See page 110.) An
interesting report was made by the chairman of the Membership Committee on
the leaflets describing the development
of the various committees and groups and
periodical publications of the S.L.A. t o
be issued as ammunition in membership work. As these statements were
based on data furnished by the chairmen,
they give authoritative records of the development of different projects of S.L.A.
and are inspiring in their picture of the
Association's work.
The Nominating Committee presented
its report (see page 114), a n interesting
feature of the spring Executive Board
and Advisory Council meeting. The Publications Committee showed definite
progress in that several publications arc
on the verge of publication and the
active sales campaign it1 connection
with "Guides to Business Facts and
Figures" and other recent publications
of the Association on related fields, is
bringirig good results. After consideration of the strong request for the separate publication of S.L.A. proceedings
immediately after the convention the
Executive Board voted t h a t the 1938
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possible and t h a t i t be sold t o members
a t $1.00 and t o non-members a t $2.00

How Many S.L.A. Members Do You
Know Personally ?

F ELLOW-MEMBERS!

Do you realize that the crowning event of the
'S.L.A. year is only a few weeksoff?I refer
t o our Thirtieth Convention. I t is now
April, and before we know it, June will be
rolling around and a lot of us will be
making tracks to Pittsburgh.
NOW is the time to make your plans
t o attend! Talk it over with your superior
so t h a t he'll give his approval to your
attendance. Or, if you're traveling "on
your own," you ought to be counting up
your shekels to be sure you're laying
aside sufficient funds. Since we are meeting a t a city some distance inland, we
hope t o meet more of our members from
the Middle West for whom the location
of t h e last few conventions in the Eastern
area may have been a bit expensive.
Membership in S.L.A. has many advantages - but above all I value highly
the opportunity for each of us t o meet
and become acquainted with fellowmembers doing work similar to ours.
Knowing an individual personally is a lot
different from a name in an S.L.A.
Directory, one of a group of names
printed on the title-page of a publication,
a name a t the end of a circular letter, and
so on. Those of us who belong to large
chapters possess the advantage of making
such acquaintances in the vicinity a t the
regular chapter meetings. But those of us
who are remote from chapter cities are
somewhat a t a loss, and we're prone to
judge S.L.A. entirely by its publications,
its magazine, or its committee reports and that's by no means the whole picture.
This matter of making contacts has
been referred to frequently by others,
b u t it's so important that I believe i t

defierves repetition - especially a t this
time. All of us, in the course of our daily
work are, a t some time or other, asked for
information on a subject outside of the
field in which we're specializing. We
haven't the reference tools, we aren't
familiar with the proper books or periodicals, nor have we a sufficient knowledge of the subject to know how to tackle
the problem put up t o us. We might
know that Miss Blank in a city 500 miles
distant specializes in this, and could
easily give us a few valuable pointers.
But, not being acquainted with Miss
Blank, we might hesitate t o write, thinking that she might be a stern, forbidding
individual, and that we might be imposing upon her - even though she, too,
belongs t o S.L.A. So we decide t o muddle
through or else tell our library client that
the problem is outside our field.
Well, we go t o an S.L.A. Convention,
meet a lot of special librarians we've
never seen before - among them Miss
Blank. We find she has a charming personality; we hear her present some committee report or discuss some subject
from the floor. Possibly we meet her
again a t a tea, have her as a seat-mate a t
the banquet, or as a companion on a
sightseeing tour in the Convention City.
And we find t h a t she's a regular fellow!
After our return we feel a lot freer about
writing for suggestions if the occasion
should again arise.
Large corporations have learned the
value of national sales conventions
and intra-company camps, outings, and
cruises; executives are convinced that
employees from different parts of this
vast country who have met personally,
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will work together much better. All are
tributes t o the value of personal contacts!
Our hard-working Pittsburgh Convention Committee, headed by Mrs. Fertig,
is stressing particularly this value of
making contacts. T o facilitate this, i t is
setting aside a period on the afternoon of
the first day for a general reception and
tea -just after the welcoming addresses.
Nothing else is to be scheduled for that
period so that all present can attend and
seek out former acquaintances and make
new ones. The Hospitality Chairman,
Miss Esther Fawcett, expects those appointed from various chapters to assist
her t o make this informal reception a
most worthwhile occasion. If you're
coming to the convention -you
are,
aren't you?- and you want to meet
certain special librarians, just notify your
Chapter Hospitality representative who
will pass your request on t o Miss Fawcett. Let's all determine that when we
leave Pittsburgh we will have made a t
least a half dozen new professional
friends.
Having made acquaintances a t the
reception, we will be given further opportunities to improve our time there. The
Convention Committee is setting aside
more time for visits to libraries both in
the business district and in the cultural
center, and for sightseeing. The tendertcy
a t the last few conventions has been that
the schedule was so crowded that i t was
necessarv t o "cut classes" in order t o see
the convention city or visit local libraries.
So, beside making acquaintances, you
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will have more opportunity to inspect
libraries and see the many interesting
places that Pittsburgh has to offer.
Just one more reminder! The slogan of
this year's convention is "Pittsburgh
Promotes Promptness." I t is planned
that meetings are to begin on time as
scheduled. We all know how disappointing it is to arrive a t a meeting room on
time and see only a few people scattered
around. Naturally we walk away and
come back fifteen minutes later, and if
there are still few in the room we stroll off
some more. The chairman becomes exasperated, and still further delays starting the meeting until enough are in their
seats maybe a half hour after the time
scheduled.
This year the meetings will be started
promptly, even if at the time only a few
are present. Then be'll expect to adjourn
earlier, and have time t o chat with our
friends AFTER the meeting. So, when
you come to the convention, choose the
meetings you wish to attend, and plan t o
be there a t schedule time so that you
won't miss anything. "Pittsburgh Promotes Promptness! "
This clever alliterative phrase of the
Convention Committee is infectious; i t
impels me to close this message with:
Plan to Peregrinate to Pittsburgh Primarily to Participate in Professional
Progress by being Punctually Present a t
S.L.A. Proceedings a t the Penn Hotel,
and to qromote Profitable and Pleasant
Playtime with Pals of Parallel Professions.
WILLIAM
F. JACOB,President.

-

'

From the Editor's Point of View
Proceedings to Go in Separate
Publication

N DECEMBER an interested critic of
Imagazine
S P ~ ALIBRARIES
L
suggested that the
would be improved, and the proceedings would be more useful to the membcrs if all papers, reports, and other busi-

ness of the annual conference were
concentrated in a separate publication. This
idea not only found high favor with the
Editor but also with many members a s
several "Letters to the Editor" testified.
A quick mail survey showed a strong preponderance of the membership in favor of
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this idea. A s a result of this testimony and
the discussion at the Executive Board and
Advisory Council meeting, the Board
voted to experiment during 1938 by printing the proceedings separately and supplying them a t $1.00 to active and associate
members and at $2.00 to non-members.
This step has many features particularly
helpful t o the membership. I t concentrates
i n one place, for prompt publication, the
Proceedings. I t makes them quickly and
inexpensively available to Associate Members and t o those who have been unable to
attend the conference. It leaves the pages
LIBRARIES
free for stimulating
of SPECIAL
professional publications.
Some of the comments that helped the
Board reach its decision were these :
"Please do publish the proceedings of the Annual Meetings as a separate and in full. When
articles or papers are edited, even most carefully,
tlie shade of meaning is lost which makes the
statement important. It would be a great asset to
those of us who cannot get to the Annual Meeting
to get a complete report of what occurred as soon
as possihle after the meeting."
"I have felt that conference papers take up
rather too much space in SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
but
that even then, probably not all of them are
printed For one, I would certainly be willing to
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pay an extra couple of dollars a year for a separately bound conference proceedings."
"My vote is for the publication of more professional articles in the journal and the separate
publication of the Proceedings."
"It is my opinion that the conference proceedings should be published separately The more
technical articles that you would be able to use
In the magazine will more than make up for the
extra cost of the proceedings to the members."
"After attending a Convention, and hearing
the papers given, it seems like too much warming
over of the Thanksgiving turkey to read them
several months later in SPECIAL
LIURARIES.
If
Conventions are worth while, and we all think
they are, we should be interested enough to want
the papers in one convenient volume."
"I prefer this in the magazine, rather than a
separate publication, both because of the expense
involved and because I like to find material on
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
in one place."
"I would prefer that all articles be issued in
tlie one publication just as a matter of economy."
"I do thtnk that the proceedings should be an
integral part of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
as there are
so many who are not able to attend the conventions and really desire to know what took place,
but would just not get around to ordering the
issue "
The response from members t o this
action of the Executive Board will be accepted as an indication of its merit in the
eyes of the Association.

Suggested Form of Constitution for Chapters of
the Special Libraries Association

AT ofTHE

request of chapter officers the Constitution Committee has made a s t u d y
chapter constitutions so a s t o prepare a standard constitution for newly
organized chapters or those wishing t o revise present documents. T h e suggested
constitution has been evolved from the good points of existing chapter constitutions
and through the careful consideration of committee members a n d t h e advice of various authorities. T h e constitution was approved at t h e March 12, 1938, meeting of t h e
Executive Board a s a suggestion for chapter officers who a r e facing this problem.

NAME
be to promote the collection, organization, and
Arficlc 1. The name of the association shall dissemination of information, to develop the
be the Special Libraries Association, - usefulness and efficiency of special libraries
Chapter.

OBJECT
Artick 2. The object of the association shall

and other reference and research organizations,
and to encourage the professional welfare of
its members.

SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S
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Article 3. The officers of this association

A~Licle14. Regular meetings of the associashall be a president, vice-president, and secre- tion shall be held during the calendar year
tary-treasurer (or a secretary and a treasurer) and an annual meeting shall be held at the end
and one director-at-large.
of the association year for the election of offiArtide 4. The president shall, with the cers. In addition to the annual meeting there
approval of the Executive Board, appoint all should be a minimum of seven meetings per
committees and their chairmen and all group year. Special meetings may be held a t the call
chairmen.
of the Executive Board.
Article 5. The Executive Board shall consist
of the oficers of the association, the last retiring president and one additional member, and
drlick 15. A Nominating Committee of
in this body the government of the association three members, appointed by the president
shall be vested.
with the advice and consent of the Executive
Article 6. A vacancy in any office shall be Board, shall announce the names of proposed
filled by a majority vote of the remainder of the new officers at any regular meeting prior t o the
Executive Board.
annual election. Further nominations may be
Article 7. The Executive Board shall meeb added at such meeting or after written petition
upon call of the president, and it shall also by any ten members.
meet upon demand of any three members of
the Executive Board; a t least six Board meetings shall be held each year.
ArLicIe 16. Twenty members or a majority
Article 8. All officers shall hold office for a
of
the rne~nbershipshall constitute a quorum
one-year period unless re-elected.
Arlicle 9. Any member of the National Exec- for the transaction of business.
utive Board who is a member of this chapter
shall be an honorary member of its Executive
Board with advisory but not voting powers.
Artick 17. This constitution may be
Article 10. A majority of the Executive amended by a two-thirds vote of the members
Board shall constitute a quorum.
present at any regular meeting of the association provided notice of such proposed amendment be mailed to all members at least two
Article 11. Qualifications for membership months before thc meeting a t which action is
shall be the same as for the national Special to be taken.
Libraries Association; any member of the
national association is automatically a memEvents and Publications
ber of this chapter, if it is the local association
nearest geographically to his residence.
HIS
department, the product of conArticle 12. There shall be no dues other than
tributors,
does not appear in this issue
those paid to the national association for
since
no
material
has been received.
associate, active, institutional, or life memberships. (Where there are separate local dues,
this article would have to be reworded acERRATUM
cordingly.)

T

ArlicIe 13. The president of the Chapter,
with the approval of the Executive Board,
shall appoint, from time to time, such general
and special committees as may be required t o
carry on the regularly authorized activities of
the Chapter.

I n Miss Kehl's article on I ' Nine Years
of Broadcasting," in the February SPECIAL LIBRARIES, please note t h a t the
title of the series of talks mentioned a t
t h e foot of the first column on page 39
should have been "Your City's Government." - EDITOR.
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Letters to the Editor
Survey of Indexing and Abstracting
Services

N ACCOUNT of the meeting of a joint meetA
~- n gof College Librarians of the Mlddle
West, University and Reference Librarians, and

t ~ o nof a conlrnittee of librarians and scientists to
work out a practical plan.
The whole question of indexing and abstracting
touches the interest of S.L A,, as evidenced in the
existence of its committee on "Indexes to Sources
of Statistical Information." When the problenls
of the committees on indexing and abstracting
periodicals have been solved, a large part of the
problem of indexing statistical source material
will have been solved. I t is to be hoped that S.L.A.
members, individually and collectively, will become informed In regard to the activities of the
A.L.A. Joint Committee and will contribute their
support to the investigation of the problem.
MARIAC. BRACE,
Chairinan,
Cormnittee on Indcrcs to Sources of
Statistical Ii&formafion.

thc A.L.A. Permdicals Section, to be found in the
February, 1938, issue of the A L.A. Bulletin, will
be of interest to all special and research librarians.
A "thorough study of abstractmg and indexing
services" was approved. The resolution thus endorsed mentions S.L.A. among other organizations t o be represented on the joint committee.
Mrs. Barbara Cowles, Chairman of the Committee frotn the Periodicals Section of A.L.A.,
made the following statements in her report: "In
the detailed investigation of the two subject fields
of industrial arts and chemistry, we found that,
Changes in a Library School Course
out of a possible 1,993 American and Canadian
titles in industrial arts, only 147 were indexed by
PECIAL librarians may be interested in cerindustrial Arts Index in 1936 and that of the 232
tain changes being made in the curriculum at
titles indexed by it only 31 were not indexed else- Simmons College, School of Library Science.
where ;that large libraries exorbitantly subsidized Among four optional programs to be offered in
it t o the benefit of the small and medium-sized 1938-39 will be one for special ltbrary service.
general libraries. W e found that Engineering InStudents interested in this program will enroll
dex, Ceramic Abstracts, and Public Affairs In- in the general curriculum required of all students
formation Service indexed only the important in the flrst semester, whtch will emphasize princiarticles or only those strictly in their own fields; ples in so far as is possible. The courses studied
but that Engineering Index had by far the most will be :
satisfactory payment plan, approximating service
Units
rendered for service paid for. Duplication was Introduction to Librarianship.. .......... 3
rife among all four indexes, yet all together did Book Selection.. ........................ 4
not begin to cover the field. In chemistry we found Bibliography and Reference
4
that Chemical Abstracts abstracted more than Cataloging ............................. 3
twice as inany periodical titles as Chemisches Classification
2
Zentralblatt and nearly four times as many as
The second semester program will be an InBritish Chemical Abstracts ; that in proportion to
number of titles serviced the abstracting was tegrated course of study made up of the followquantitatively utulorm; and that the duplication ing :
Units
extended not only to the titles abstracted but also
Organization
and
Administration
of
in some instances to the abstracts themselves.
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES..
6
"The detailed study of these two subject fields
4
has provided conclusive evidence that there is Bibliography and Reference
2
adeqt~ateground for the complaints concerning Indexing and Abstracting..
Electives
4
indexine
- and abstracting- services on the basis of
duplication, lack of coverage, increasing number,
The first course will emphasize the organizaand increasing costs to both publishers and sub- tion of special materials, including special probscribers."
lems of cataloging and classification, in relation
In the medical field, Mrs. Eileen R. Cunning- to the needs of various types of special libraries.
ham. Chairman of the Periodicals Section of the Instruct~onin Bibliography and Reference will be
Medical Library Association, came to the same individualized on the basis of the student's field
general conclusions. She suggested the establish- of interest. The elective may be additional study
ment of a n abstracting bureau for biological and in the subject field represented by the type of
clinical sciences, author abstracts, and the forma- library in which the student is interested.

S

..............
...........................

.................
..............
..............
...............................
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Prerequisites to the program are college graduation, with a major in the subject basic to the
type of library for which the student wishes to
spec~alize; languages where essential to the particular subject field; and general fitness for
special library work.
Those desiring further information are invited
to request our Catalog to be issued about April 1.
HERMAN
H. HENKLE,
Director,
School of Library Science, Sinrmons College.

Research Procedure

T

H E Report of the Board of Statutory Consolidation of the City of New York made to
the State Legislature (New York State Legislative Document No. 56 of 1938) is an unique document. I t deserves the special attention of librarians as well as lawyers. Its title gives little
conception of its contents, and for that reason we
sllall try to point out its salient features from
the standpoint of research.
The purpose of the Board was to make "a
statutory study of law relating to the government
of the City of New York and to provide the City
with an historical, chronological record of statutory sources, tables of statutes repealed, and the
benefit of a general study of such statutes to determine sources of power and limits of authority."
Our interest lies in the methods which they used
to accomplish these ends.
The body of the Report cites the historical
background of city charters and statutory codification, indicates the collection of pertinent legal
material, ascertainment of live law, the use of the
ledger for entering statutory history, codification, annotations, and the direction of its personnel to perform this work-all of which is told
succinctly within forty pages.
But 160 pages are needed for the Appendix
wherein is included the memoranda covering all
of the detailed procedure adopted by the Board
in the performance of these duties. Twenty procedures vividly present an accurate picture of the
day-to-day work of a staff of 42 lawyers and 24
librarians, stenographers and clerks under the
direction of Reuben A. Lazarus. Twclve exhibits
include charts of government, chart showing plan
of work, list of subject matter classifications and
list of functional classifications.
Not often does a government report give a
librarian an insight into its methods of research.
Here it is done in illuminating detail. I t should
be satisfying to librarians to see how library
techniques have been used advantageously. Library school administrators may also have herein
a manual of instructions for research The use of
ledgers for entries in following through re-

9
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searches may give librarians a new method not
generally used. Note also the application of classification principles to a job of this kind.
Out of this research two special publications
will result. A complete set of the ancient charters
of thc City or grants containing a history and
description of the charters and a set of old maps
and plans of the territories as complete as possible
is being prepared by Mr. Jerrold Seymann and
will soon be published by the Board as "History of
the Colonial Charters and Patents to Communities Comprising the Greater City of New York."
I t is likewise cxpectcd that as complete a study
on "Riparian Rights of the City" will bc published which is the work of Maurice J. Levin.
The rights of the City to waterfront property and
land under water have been in the courts often
and go back to early charters and to statutory
grants by the State, or to constitutional grants to
Federal Government.
Special notes on legal problems in the work
will intrigue lawyers and legal researchers and
librarians. As Legislative Document No. 56 it is,
of course, available through request to the State
Library at Albany.
RlsnEcca B. RANKIN,Librariair,
Mutricifial Refcrerrce Librury.

Committee on the Need for a Central Depository for Reports and Papers Presented Before Scientific Societics
RECOMMENDATION was madc to the
Science-Technology Group at its meeting
A
during the Annual Convention of 1937, that the
group undertake the study of the needs of its
members for the services of some central depository for the class of scientific paper that is not
readily available, reprints and preprints of papers
presented at local and sectional mectings of
scientific societies.
I t has long been felt that present mcthods of
obtaining reprints and preprints is too costly;
that it takes too long to obtain the rcpritit or preprint from the author or the society and that a
considerable percentage of material rcmains permanently unavailable because the supply is exhausted. That the burden for the supply of such
material should not be placed upon the author or
the societies seems clear and points to the necessity of establishing a central depository which
would act a3 a repository and clearing house.
A committee is studying the problem. Members
of the committee represent all parts of the country
where science-technology libraries are operating
and as many scientific fields as possible. Thus far
the work has been confined to the East. Central

-
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system and for vocational guidance Too often
a Look o r course was taught without any interrelation or knowledge of other books or courses,
or one wcnt to the hbrary and selected a few
books for a specific thesis. But wouldn't it be
helpful if there were a requ~redcourse on library
comprehension for one or two years?
For example, where there is a required library
course for one o r two years, not with the a m of
making a student an expert in the things taught,
but to give him the broad picture of sources of
raw material, types of businesses, transportation,
office routine, taxation, financial statements,
bankmg, credits, etc., a business library course
would be included and no matter what the student would take up he would have a better feel of
the situation when he entered the business world
and it would help him all through lifc whatever
his vocation
If the library course would consist of teaching
the student a working knowledge of library tools,
A Greater U s e of Libraries for Vocational sources of information, bibliographies and classifications, it could not help but have a broadening
Guidance and Education
influence on him and when the course progressed
N C O N N E C T I O N with the above title two and he saw and had to study the collection on
recent incidents are interesting.
a number of different subjects, not the contents
A representative of the Social Securlty De- of the books, but the titles and subject material,
partment asked the Office Manager of one of the he gets a broader comprehension and undercountry's largcst organizations what were his standing of the world and its functions than he
criticisms of the average applicant for a job. could gain in any one course and the writer venThe Office Manager replied that the average in- tures the thought that by being exposed to the
dividual lacked a comprehensive geographical
handbooks on various sections of the sciences,
picture of national business and also lacked a the arts, business and other literature, that the
comprehension of the ~nter-relation of depart- student would be sold education more fundamenmental functions and businesses in gcneral.
tally, select his course more intelligently and, by
T h e second incident was that of a young man
letting nature take its course, would select earlier
who had one or two years of library work and
those things which were of particular interest so
majored in chemistry. He wrote to two hundred
that the net result of this library training would
chemical firms inquiring as to their interest in
be-that all students would be better equipped
havlng him organize a business library for them.
and qualified with a broader cultural background,
One hundred replied and forty offered him jobs.
would decide their vocation better and earlier,
So there are thirty-nme jobs going begging at the
present time due to the lack of qualified known would get more out of their courses the last two
years and lastly, there would be less time, money
applicants.
and energy wasted on the student's part and the
T h e above is supplementary to the main point
in mind. About a year ago the company with employer's part in misplacement.
T o summarize the foregoing this n~emorandum
which I am assoclatetl asked me to organize and
collect the material which they have accun~ulated makes a plea that a library course in library conover a period of twenty years and collect a spec~al tent and comprehension be made a keystone or
library. The main sections of this library are sil- foundation course not incidental or supplernenviculture, forestry, lumber and lumbering, species, tary to education, not just how to use a library,
wood uses, architecture and building, and busi- but what it contains, going a step further than
ness. I t has been an interesting and very inform- linking individual courses with the library by first
ative experience, and it is due to this experience tcaching on a practical basis library use and
content. After library content is taught, includthat I came to the point of view that I didthat looking back on my college course, libraries ing businesses, then vocational guidance could be
are not the important feature that they might approached; meanwhile other individual courses
have been and could be in the general educational could be linked with the library.

and Southern portions of the country. Plans are in
progress to extend the study to the West, Northwest and Southwest. I t is hoped that ScienceTechnology Group members will get in touch with
their local comrnittce member with any questions
on the project or any quest~onsregarding documentation work in progress in the United States
and will codperate with the committee in making
its study.
Committee members :Mrs. Grace R. Cameron,
Louisiana ; Mrs. V. J. McDonald, Pennsylvania;
Miss Rosemary Hanlon, Pennsylvania; Miss
Georgia R o k r t s , New York; Mrs. E. R. Hawkins, New York; Mr. Edward Elliott, New
Jersey; Miss V. M. Yates, Ohio; Miss Martha
Dotey, Illinois; Miss L. M. Steers, Canada; Mrs.
K Schmidt, Washington, D. C.; Miss S. B.
Prudcn, Chairman (New Jersey) ; Mr. Delbert
F. Brown, Advisor.
SARAHBRADLEY
PRUDEN,
Chairman.

I
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I t is reasonable to ask how this might be accomplished. I t is the writer's idea that under the
auspices of the Carnegie o r Rockefeller Foundations one such unit could be set up, publicized and
duplicated in high schools and colleges, taking
as a start page 354 of Trowe's Educational Psychology, which would be the first part of the collection with a bibliography to which would be
added organization charts and a business bibliography and collection, and finally a collection and
bibliography on types of business and vocations.
T h e foregoing are thoughts in passing on a
viewpoint obtained from experience, but qualified by the statement that the writer is in no
sense of the word an educator and subm~tsthem
with hesitancy for that reason, but, if they would
eventually bc helpful or be usable in our educational system, it would be gratifying.
R. H. WILSON,
Chairmurr, Tlae Library Committee,
Weycrhaerrser SqJes Comfiany, St, Pwrl, Mim.
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our sections would be the development of guides
to reference work in various special fields. The
scope need not be as large as Crane and Patterson's Guide t o the literature of chemistry, but it
should be of that general type.
Another subject which I should like t o see
dealt with is that of library work in engineering
colleges, both those connected with large universities, and those which arc separate institutions.
Having made a research for material on this for
the president of such a college, I know how
meager the material is.
These suggestions are rather special, they lead
to no generalized conclusions. I read SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
with considerable care and with enjoyment. I think news items have a definite place
In such a society publication, and hope they will
not be discontinued. A proper balance should be
hard to obtain, but I have felt that is what has
heen done.
HELENhl. FOCKE,
Tcclrnologj Dizwion, Clcvdand P~rblicLibrary.

To the Chemistry Section

THE

Chemistry Sect~on of the ScienceTechnology Group is preparing a revision of
the list of periodicals held by Chemical Libraries,
S.L A., issued in 1935.
Letters are being sent to all Chemical Libraries
listed as of March 1. If you are a new member,
or if the letter to you goes astray, will you send
in your list of holdings to the Chairman?
Information required is title, years and volume
numbers held, and whether bound or unbound.
Requests for the former list have been received
which could not be filled showrng a need for such
a publication. Your cooperation IS important to
make this list representative of the Group.
JOY COLE,
ELIZADETH
Cl:uirirtait,Rcvision Cownittee.

Report of Employment Committee Lo
Executive Board and Advisory Council,
March 12, 1938

T HE

activity relating to enlployment w111ch
'is also of most significance for the entire
membcrsliip is the Salary Survey. Miss Savord
has sent a progress report showing that 470 replies were received to the 824 questionnaires sent
out, or 57 per cent. Of these 392 or 47 per cent
contain the inforn~ationasked for, and only 78
were returned with letters indicating that organization polrcies did not permit supplying the information.
Comments by Chapter Chairmen on the employment situation since last June indicate activity in several Chapters More Suggestions for SPECIAL
LIBRARIES In Boston Mr. Ttbbetts reports fewer new applicants, on the whole better qualified and more
H A V E just been re-reading the letters and certniu of what they want. Since June he has
editorials of the past three issues,and trying to placed 3 candidrrtcs in positions.
fortnulate what I should like in SPECIAL
LIBRA- I n the Southern California Chapter Miss Utt
RIES that I do not find. Could space be found for
has interviewed 19 candidates and filled 2 posithe detailed scholarly paper from time to time, tions-one
a new library just being started.
instead of simply for surveys of fields of inter- Several openings required civil service.
est? I think we all need reviews of the best presMiss Boyer says that one special library openent practice every once in a while, to prove that ing in Cleveland was in an advcrt~singfirm where
we are not stagnating, and that such surveys there had never been a librarian.
should be fundamental, and therefore useful both
Both Miss Coates and Mr. Tibbetts recomto the Junior in the profession to whom all is new, ' mended well-qualified candidates for an opening
and to the experienced Senior who wants a new in a technology library in Connecticut, which
point of vicw, and an opportunity for comparison came to the Employment Committee via New
with what she is doing.
Jersey, although the candidate who was finally
A thing I should 11ke to see done by some of ~ucccssfulwas suggested by Miss Lowe and Miss

I
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lloughton from the New York membership l In
to fill this position, the National Chairman
also wrote to Chairmen of several other Chapters
asking if they would recommend certain candidates in their Chapters who from the information
given on their Personnel Record cards seemed
to possess the necessary qualifications. Several
of these were known by Chapter Chairmen to
have recently made advantageous changes In their
positions.
Since June 1937, the New York State Employment Service, acting as placement agency
for the New York Chapter, has worked to fill 42
positions offered at salaries ranging from $15 a
week to $3,500 a year, with magazine publishers,
advertising agencies, schools and colleges, a museum, research organizations, chemical firms,
public libraries, and the World's Fair. Seven
employers have been located outside of New
York City. Special library candidates were placed
in 22 of these openings, 15 were filled from other
sources, and 5 are still pending.
Miss Houghton of the State Employment Sewice makes the following significant comments on
aspects of employment which we arc always following with keen interest:
''The jobs that have been most difficult to fill
have been thosc for beginners where a llbrary
school graduate with or without experience has
been wanted. A s has been stated in previous reports, there is a dearth of librarians for these
junior positions. There have been 10 positions
open of this grade and for only three have the
acceptable cand~datesbeen found.
"Another field in which there is a dearth of
candidates is that of science technology. The
combination of a knowledge of chemistry and
ability t o translate Scientific German is in demand. I n the medical field, a posit~onwas open
for several months requiring experience in translating medical material and translating ability in
French, German and the Scand~navian languages." (This position was finally filled through
a contact established through the Employment
Committee.)
The U. S. Building and Loan League of Chicago seeking a librarian for its recently organized
library was advised by Headquarters Office to
get in touch with Miss McEachern, Employment
Chairman of the Illinois Chapter, and a candidate
whose record Miss McEachern had was placed
there.
Immediately after the President's visit to Milwaukee this winter, Personnel Record cards began to come in from that Chapter From information given on the first half dozen received, we
were able to suggest a successful candidate for an
opening in Wiswnsln at an attractive salary

trying
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which had come to the Employment Committee
through one of its members last Fall.
The Personnel Record cards have been used
by the Education Chairman of Southern California Chapter in making evaluations of training
and education of its members, with a view to
ascertaining what might be desirable in the way
of institutes, summer courses, etc., and by the
Chairman of a national committee for suggestions
for members to serve on her committee.
The indexing of some 800 Personnel Record
cards returned to date has been completed, and
the Kardex file set up. I t is proving just as great
a time saver as we expected it to be. By means of
t h ~ sindexing it was possible recently to select
the qualified candidates for two positions with
only an hour's work.
The principal projects for the Committee to
emphasize during the rest of the year seem to
be the Salary Survey, the completion of returns
of Personnel Record cards, and furthermg of
clearance of unfilled openings and candidates
among all the Chapters.
MARGARET
BONNELL,
Chairman,
Employment Committ~e.

w

What's New in Publicity?
ITH so many events of national and in-

ternat~onalimportance occurring so rapidly and affecting people so directly, the activities
of the Special Libraries Association are apt to
seem unimportant to a newspaper editor. However, when we realize the relatively few people
who have ever heard of the Association, and the
amazement and incredulity they show when they
do "see the light," we know there is news in our
activities. W e may not have "spot" news, but we
do have news of a continuing nature, and we must
keep pushing this information from every angle.
We must remember the philosophy of one advertiser, that the public is like a parade continually passing on, so we must repeat our message
every day because those in the parade today are
not the ones who were in it yesterday.
In analyzing the various phases of the Special
Librartes Association for news -its purpose, organization, history, activities, personalities, and
more particularly the activities of our own Chapter -we must decide what is of popular interest.
From the point of view of local Chapter publicity, the stories with the best news value are
the announcements and details of our meetings
both before and after. Editors, as a rule, are glad
to print such articles because they indicate local
activity and, if they include a partial list of people present, furnish personal news items. If possible secure pictures of the speakers, or the li-
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brary to be visited for preliminaq publicity.
Thesc attract more attention than columns of
print. Secure advance copies of the talks to be
given. Pick out the salient remarks -not necessarily the most important ones to the librarian
but those of popular interest to the layman. I t is
then possible to write beforehand the major part
of the story to be printed after the meeting, and
add only last minute notes. Thus the story will
"makc" the first edition the day after the meeting.
Other stories which are readily printed are

-
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those concerning the work of libraries in the
vicinity, mentioning names and describing thcir
activities. These must be colIectivc articles about
all the libraries in one line of business or in one
town, or grouped in some other way. An article
about one company alone is considered frec advertising, and is not acceptable.
The main point to remember is to kcah at if.
Repetition will never do any harm and will produce results.
A CHAPTER
PUDLICITY
CHAIRMAN.

Publications of Special Interest
Beers, H. P. Bibliographies i n American
history. H. W. Wilson, N. Y. 1938. 339 p.
$3.50.
A guide to research, listing 7,692 bibliographies on
history, including an excellent section on economic history
covering 164 Items. Other subject divisiona glven a s well
a s those for state and period. Comprehensrve listing to
about 1933, nfter that date omissions of lmportnnt items
are frequent. A truly impressive piece of work and one
for which research workers in any phase of An~crlcan
history can be profoundly grateful. S.L.A. well represented i n listlnga.

Bernheim, A. L. How profitable i s big business? Twentieth Century Fund, N. Y.
1937. 201 p. $2.00.
The second volume in the series summarizing the rcsults of a study of big business and full of analyses of
the data appearing in Staftsties of Income. Much space
i s given to the relationship between slze and profit and
variations by industrial groups are noted in detalled
tables. Glossary of important terms included.

Brawley, Benjamin. Negro builders and
heroes. Univ. of North Carolina Press,
Chapel Hill, N. C. 1937. 315 p. $2.50.
A well-edited and balnnced record of negro achievcnlent
giving syn~pathetic,appreciative nccounts of leaders i n
many fields, and useful in concentrating scattered mformatlon in one volume. Includes good blbl~ogmphical
section.

Brucker, Herbert. Changing American
newspaper. Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y.
1938. 111 p. $1.50.
The posslhilities of subst~tuting clnsslficd news nunlmaries for thc present front-page arrangement nrc considered In this penetrating, straightforward study. Highly
stinuidatlng in the constderatlon of the ~ m b a b l echange a s
the years go on.

Butterfield, W.H. Business letter in modern form. Prentice-Hall, N. Y. 1938.246 p.
$2.65.
N o t h ~ n gunusunl in style or m a k e q , but a good practical text for school use, well and compactly handled

9t

Bye, R. T. and BIodgett, R. H. Getting and
earning. Crofts, N. Y. 1937.274 p. $2.25.
Interestins, thoughtful treatment from provacativc
angle of economic problems includmg ground rents,
wages, profits, etc. Well documented.

Clark, Leonard, Wanderer till I die. Funk
8t Wagnalls, N. Y. 1937. 246 p. $3.00.
Ebir-raising advcnturcs in war-torn Chlna, somc hunt.
ing in Dorneo and mountnin cl~mhing.in Mexico described
with gusto. Good photographic illustrntions.

Cochran, Hamilton. These are the Virgin
Islands. Prentice-Hall, N. Y. 1937. 236 p.
$3.00.
Colorful, cntertain~ngdescription of life in St. Tkonias.
St. Croix, etc., entirely free from factuol data but full of
romance, tradition and gossip. The slant on racial prob
lems is hardly objectively sociological, but there 1s much
that is intriguing and stimulating in the prcscntatlan
Well illustrated.

Cohen, Myer. Selected Supreme Court decisions. Harper, N. Y. 1937. 309 p. $2.50.
Roth the foreword by M e ~ k l c j o hand
~ ~ the preface by
the cornpller dlscuss a creative use of jud~c~al
dccis~una
in interpretating a developing social philosophy. Not only
rs the compiler to he thanked for thin st~mulatingcontr~bation to a n understanding of the nat~onalsp~rit,but also
for making easily available nluch of the illunhating comments of Justice IIolmes.

Doe, Janet. Bibliography of the works of
Ambrose ParP. Univ. of Chicago Press.
1937. 286 p. $5.00.
This volume, the fourth in the series on the h~slolvof
n~cdicinepabllshed under the nuspms of the Lhrnry of
the Ncw York Academy of Mcdlc~ne,is a beautiful illustratlon of careful research, appreciativc mtcrprctntion
and scholnrly workmnnshq,. Invaluable in extensive study
of mcdicnl history. Well illustrated and prlnted. Pull leierenccs to sources of datn.

Doherty, R. P. and Hartmann, Max. Struct u r e of American business. Manthorne
and burack, Boston. 1937. 375 p. $3.00.
A moderately well-handled d~rcussioa, stressing the

'
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political sclcnce a s well a s the economlc factors rathcr
more than most t e a s . Includes a s t ~ m u l a t ~ nreading
g
l~st
with l ~ t t l eb ~ b l ~ o g r a p l ~ information.
~cal
The text ~tself15
poorly indexed

Eastman. M. H. Index t o fairy tales. Faxon,
Boston. 1937. 566 p. $6.00.
Another i n d ~ c a t ~ oof
n the special fields of knowledge
that nced guides to dcvelop ease in finding material
Slmws amazing growth of this hterature in last ten years
Primarily of value to workers with children hut useful
In any work r e q u i r ~ n gidentification of odd phrases.

Frederick, J. G. Standard business etiquette.
Business Bourse, N . Y. 1937. 188 p. $1.75.
A clear, common-sense, and analyt~caltreatmcnt, up-to.
hate, and constructwe i n its pmnt of v ~ c wWhile nothing
particularly new is presented, the d~scussion IS always
pertinent. Etiquette for the employer as well a s employee
1s hraught out. Not ~ndexcd.

Frost, S. E., J r . I s American radio democratic? Univ. of Chicago Press. 1937.234
p. $2.50.
The government rcgulationa, and the social t a b o r that
affect rsdio broadcast~ng arc crrrefully dcscr~hed, and
t h e ~ reffects on the station owner, the advertiser, and
the puhl~ca r e given careful consideration In a text that
makes every effort to be broad-minded, aympathet~cand
analytical.

Gardiner, G. L. H o w you can get a job.
Harper & Bros., N. Y. 1938. 226 p. $1.50.
T h e rev~sededition of a n excellent book, is particularly clear, and specific on the activities necessary to the
job seeker. Question a n d answer method IS used to good
purpose. T h e part the public l ~ b r a r yplays in such par.
w1t5 IS brought out effect~vely.

Grant, Julius. Books and documents. Chemical Pub. Co., N. Y. 1937. 218 p. $4.50.
A comprehensive discussion of ways of discoverinp the
actual dates of many docun~entsthrough analys~sof the
paper and the ink. Chem~calcontent of various inks and
papel given, and part this ~nformationplaya in datmg,
brought out. Much useful chronological data given.

Hardy, R. M. H o w t o succeed in retail selling. Harper, N . Y . 1938. 190 p. 52.00.
Nothing particularly new or stimulating is presented
111 t h ~ ahook but rt IS readable, practical, and adequate in
I ~ S
trcatmetlt.

Henry, W. H. F. and Seeley, Levi. How to
organize and conduct a meeting. Noble
and Noble, N. Y. 1938. 133 p. $1.50.
A compact, clear and practical little book expressing In
m w l e I a n ~ u a g ethc recognized rules for parliamentary
l~roccdure I t s usefulness is increased by the o u t h e of
dibcusscd steps a t the end of each chapter

Klemmer, Harvey. Harbor nights. Lippincott, Philadelphia. 1937. 338 p. $2.50.
\'i%~dskctchcs show~ngthe life of an able scaman in
all ~ t slmarre harshness. The reckless stupid~ty that
~levelop%from this part~cularcomhmat~onof untutored
humanity, datorted work~ngconditions, and unbalanced
relsxatlon i s graph~callyportrayed.
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Kuhn, Irene. Assigned t o adventure. Lippincott, Philadelphia. 1938. 432 p. $3.00.
A fascinating book, illuminating in its picture of
newspaper life hut also full of color and inc~dcntfound
in livmg around the world Vwid and stirnulatins.

Lester, Muriel. I t occurred t o me. Harpers,
N. Y. 1937. 268 p. $2.00.
A f a s c ~ n a t ~ n autobiography,
g
part~cularly Impartant
for those interested in social movcments, international
relat~ons,a working Christianity or the record of a fine
woman's full 11fe among courageous, sincere and cultivated people engaged in dally effort against poverty and
vicc. London, East End, Candhi's India, the drug problems of the Past a ~ the
~ d econon~icproblems of all involvcd are part of the record glven with art and unaffected charm.

Lewis, Cleona. America's stake in international investments. Brookings Institute,
Washington, D. C. 1938. 685 p. $4.00.
G~vesa history of America's foreign liabilities from
1775 and has particularly excellent tablcs and a worthw h ~ l echapter on American Imestments abroad a s well
as a chapter on American companies with foreign
branches Includes charts and tables giving the names and
deta~lr of foreign compnnles in the United States.

-E.S.C.

Macaulay, Frederick R. T h e movements o f
interest rates and bond yields and stock
prices in the United States since 1856.
National Bureau of Economic Research,
N. Y. 1938.500 p. $5.00.
From the I~bmrmn's standpo~ntand particularly from
the financial librarian's standpolnt, this book Is valuable
for the serles of long term tables and charts. I t gives
y~eldvof spec~ficradroad bonds from 1857 to date, by
months; high and low prlces of railroad bonds for thc
same per~od; and also gives long term tablcs show~ng
intcrest rates, stock prices and time money for the same
per~od.The study ~tselfis on the cuurse of interest rates
and bond yields in the Ueited States over a long per~od
with a vlew to ascertaining what statistical relations thcsc
rates and yields hear to one another, to the prices of
stocks and commodities, and to c r e d ~ t and banking
activities.-E.S C.

Mayo Clinic, Division of Publications.
Physicians o f the Mayo CIinic and The
Mayo Foundation. Univ. of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis. 1937. 1575 p. $10.00.
A biagraph~cald ~ c t ~ o n a rwith
y portra~tsof the person\
who have served In the Mayo Clinic Blhliograph~esof his
works gwen w ~ t heach physician. Ceograph~cal and collcge index ~ncluded A quite amazing array of ~ n f o r n ~ a .
tlon on the range of effect of a famous med~cnlcenter.

Millspaugh, A. C. Crime control by the national government. Brookings Institution, Washington, D. C. 1937. 306 p. $2.00.
The usual thoroughgo~ng treatmcnt of a Brookings
report. This one shows the papa and overlappmg features
of the present set-up w ~ t hunusually readable and clear
Instruct~onson meeting t h ~ sproblem
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Neubecker, William. Sheet metal w o r k .
American Technical Society, Chicago.
1938. 360 p. $2.50.
A manual of self.instruction In the art of psttctn
draftrng and construction work, in light and heavy gauge
metal, including sky lights, roofing, cornice work, patterns for forced air fittings, etc. Extremely technical and
specrfic.

Perlman, Louis. Russian literature and the
business man. The author, 120 W. 10Znd
Street, New York City. 1937. 207 p. N o
price given.
A survey of the descriptions of the business man in
Russlan literature through the ages showlng the changing
ractlon toward that group. Includes biographical notcs
on authors quoted.

Reilly, W . J . How t o use your head t o get
what you want. Harper, N. Y . 1938. 182 p.
$1.98.
Whde the author says nothing new, he gets over the
mints to consider in analyzing a sltuatton, weightng.
evtdence and making decmions. Short, snappy and essenltally prnctical. Some hheral ideas are lncluded lnctdentally.

Senning, J . P. One-house legislature. McGraw, N. Y. 1937. 118 p. $1.50.
A concise, clear dtsmssion of the reasons for the onehouse lenrslaturc as contrasted with the usual method.
wtth a description of the procedure of the work of this
umcameral Lwdy In conrnuttees, ctc. Includes lung
btbliography.

Simkhovitch, M.K. Neighborhood. Norton,
N. Y. 1938. 301 p. $2.50.
The story of Grecnwlch House, the vitaltring settle.
ment In old Greenwich Vlllage, introduced by a delightful
account of a truly well.halanccd education and bomc hfc,
and golng on to a sound nppreciatton of the problems and
the poss~hlephrlosophies in social contacts. Delightful as
r c l l as thought-provoking.

Walsh, J. R. C.I.O.Industrial unionism in
action. Norton, N. Y . 1937. 293 p. $2.50.
While definitely an advocate of the C.I.O.,the author
prescntr its etory stmply, lucidly and without emotional,ism. He is snccesrful in presenting a sound case for the

organization. Reference sources are all given.

Wolfe, W. B. Successful living. Farrar &
Rinehart, N. Y. 1938. 180 p. $2.00.
Another self-help book; easy to read and based on
common sense hut wilhout any partrcular dist~nguishing
qaahty Not aa good in ~ t field
s as "Why not enjoy lifer"
by Agnes Rogers, nor as successful In its treatment of
its subject as its author's "A Woman's Best Years."

Work, M. N. Negro year book 1937-1938.
Negro Yearbook Pub. Co., Tuskegee, Ala.
1937. 575 p. $2.00.
An all-around stattslical, and factual record of the
negroes' achievements, sttmuiating in its record of the
progress made in sptte of handicaps.
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-Macmillads
MODERN
DICTIONARY
AUTHOR: Comniled a n d Edlted under the
supervlsion of Brucc Oveiton, widely a n d
well knoum In educational fields.
SCOPE: Designed from s t a r t t o finish t o
meet the admitted need for a modern
reference d ~ c t l o n a r y for high schools,
colleges, offices a n d homes; over 140.000
entncs. including latest additions to
scientific and cultural vocabularlcs, and
wrth biographical a n d historical items
corrected to January 1938.
NEW F E A T U R E S : Widest range o l inlormalion III i t s field; clearest, mostrcadablc typc; s~rnpleetarrangcmcnt (all
Items in a single unificd alphnbctical list
n o appendices o r separate ~ections);
modern ~ r o n u n c i a t i o n sa n d definitions.
i d i o m a t ~ fpl~rases, slang, colloqnialwn~
and nbbrcviatlons; wcarprwf and watcrproof cover.
1466 pages, thumb-indexed 93.50
unindexed $3
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COMPOSERS
IN AMERICA
AUTHOR:

Claire Reis, founder Pcoplc's Music League; e x c c u t ~ v echairnlan
Leaguc of Composers; member U. S
Section, Int. S w i e t y for C o n t e m n o n r y
Muslc.
SCOPE: Crcatlve music in Amcricn from
1912 to 1937: a comprchenawe, factual
record of a quarter-century of music.
MATERIAL: A complete biographical
record of 200 acrioue cornpowre, dates 01
c o m m s i t ~ o n , name of publisher, time
requircd for performance, places whcrc
performed, which recorded for phonograph, etc ; date and place of bhth,
background a n d education, fcllowsli~~~s.
awards, etc.
APPEAL: F o r evcry section of the music
field, a refcrcnce work of permancnl
worth.
Cloth Rvo 270 ~ p . Index, $3.50

THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY
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